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Next stop: space with citizens

The Debate causes
a stir

Let me thank you for contributing to an important step in the realisation of my
vision of a broader dialogue with all stakeholders of European space activities.
As you know, the Citizens’ Debate is part of the implementation of my Space
4.0 concept, whereby ESA increasingly interacts with all and integrates space
more seamlessly into European society. You, representing citizens of all 22 ESA
Member States, in all their diversity, have answered my invitation and engaged
in a genuine dialogue with ESA.
I am extremely grateful for your interest and curiosity
as well as the wonderful feedback, perceptions and ideas
you provided us with. The Citizens’ Debate mobilised
over 2,000 people throughout ESA’s Member States;
men and women from all walks of life, aged between
15 and 89 years. It turns out that after the Debate, 93%
of you were so pleased with the way the day went that
you would recommend a similar debate in the future to
friends or relatives. This is a very positive outcome and a
multiplier effect that will enable us to provide European
citizens in general with a clearer and more vivid image and understanding of
space activities and their importance in our day-to-day life, while also allowing
us to gather your input and ideas, which we will use to shape our policies and
programmes.
This magazine contains further results from the day, with a first analysis
of the discussions. On a personal note, in the Debate that I joined live in
Darmstadt and in many other locations via video link, I very much enjoyed the
enthusiasm spread by the participants in attendance that day. With your help,
we have already increased the participation of society and citizens in shaping
European space activities and integrating space into European society and
economy. I give you my word that we will continue this endeavour and I am
looking forward to it.

The Citizens’ Debate on Space received extensive
coverage in the press and on social networks. Here
is a visual, non-exhaustive selection, including a
nice nod from NASA!
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“We should integrate space into society
and our European economies”
Many of the citizens who took part in the
Debate described themselves as “novices” on
space issues, but that didn’t stop them having
some fairly accurate ideas. Jan Woerner, ESA
Director General, believes that these citizens
must be welcomed, since they represent an
opportunity for Europe’s space sector.

WHAT HAS SURPRISED YOU THE MOST
ABOUT THE DEBATE? AND WHAT HAS GIVEN
YOU THEGREATEST SATISFACTION?
Jan Woerner : I’ve been deeply impressed by

the participants’ openness, enthusiasm and
diversity. As you know, I joined the Debate
personally in Germany and very much
enjoyed the curiosity and interest expressed
by its participants. In a way, that was the
result I had hoped for.
Great satisfaction also comes from the fact
that more than a third of the participants
who found their way to us on that day
described themselves as “space novices”.
(continued)

Denis Esnault
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You can see more
press articles and
reactions at:
http://tinyurl.
com/zk2qd5j

Jan Woerner, ESA’s DG, at the European Space Operations Centre in Darmstadt, in a live address to the Paris Debate at CNES (the French Space Agency).
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After the Debate, 93% of participants said
that they would recommend a similar event
in future to friends or relatives. This is a very
positive outcome and has a multiplier effect
that we will leverage.
WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM THE FIRST
RESULTS?
Jan Woerner : For one thing, I have learned

that citizens take a real interest. They want
to engage in a meaningful and ongoing
debate. 96% of citizens consider space to be
a universe of possibilities and opportunities
and 84% are in favour of increasing the
resources available for space activities. In
addition, citizens expressed strong trust in
space agencies in general (82%), which is
even stronger in ESA in particular (88%).
This also sends a powerful message to the
Member States coming together for the
Ministerial Council meeting later this year
to decide on the next programmes and
budgets for the Agency.

IN YOUR WORDS OF WELCOME ON OPENING
THE DEBATE, YOU SAID THAT YOU WERE
EXPECTING SOME DISRUPTIVE IDEAS FROM
CITIZENS. WHICH ONES CAUGHT YOUR
ATTENTION?
Jan Woerner : 84% of participants maintain

that ESA should speed up the process of
opening space programmes and activities
to non-traditional space actors, such as
NGOs, start-ups specialised in new services
on mobile devices and internet-connected
objects, etc. This is a step towards the full
integration of space into European society
and its economy, which is one of ESA’s
declared goals. We are working on how to
implement this practically. Other ideas
concerned space tourism or a mission to
Enceladus, Saturn’s sixth-largest moon.

SHOULD ESA WORK ON INCREASING ITS
PROFILE AMONG THE GENERAL PUBLIC IN
ORDER TO EVENTUALLY BECOME AS WELLKNOWN AS NASA?

Jan Woerner : ESA can only benefit from

enhanced public awareness of its activities.
This can be achieved by a more active
communication and branding strategy,
reaching out to the general public via
modern channels and with modern means.
The Citizens’ Debate — with a sample
of 100-150 people representing, as far
as possible, the population structure and
diversity of each country to obtain citizens’
perceptions and views on the role of
space in their lives, public policies and the
private sector — is an excellent example
of just such a modern means of two-way
communication. We plan to engage fully
with tools and content fitting the current
and future generations’ interests, taking
advantage of social media and reaching out
to the widest network. Another means is,
of course, our education programme. And
there are many more instruments and ideas
on how to further raise our profile in the
eyes of the general public.

“By engaging in citizens’
science, you can be much
more than a passive user.”
Jan Woerner
WHAT PLACE MIGHT CITIZENS HAVE IN AN
INSTITUTION SUCH AS ESA?
Jan Woerner : Our activities, ultimately,

all serve the citizen — the weather
forecasting, television and internet services
or satellite navigation systems, that all goes
without saying. My vision is, however,
that citizens should not only benefit from
Europe’s space capacities and capabilities.
You can be much more than a passive user
by, for example, engaging in citizen science,
by answering calls for ideas or challenges
and, of course, by participating actively in
the public debate.

Who took part in the Debate and what do they think?
Their main occupation:

22 countries
1,618 participants
400 organisers and volunteers

33 %
office
workers

Age
25-45: 47 %
Under 25: 25 %
Over 45: 28 %

Denis Esnault

65 %

33 %

56 % interested in space
34 % novices 10 % experts

26 %
students

82 % trust space agencies,
(88% for ESA)
“To learn more about space
and ESA”
Main reason for participating
in the Debate (48%)

2001:
a space
odyssey
The most-cited cultural references
to describe space

Space cannot “belong” to anyone (public or private):
“Future” What overwhelmingly springs to
mind when you think of space
“A common good for humanity”
One of the things that space is (69%)

73 %
39 %
47,6 %
Exploitation of space’s
natural resources
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The day citizens set foot
on planet ESA
On 10 September 2016, 2,000 citizens
speaking 17 languages from 22 countries
were mobilised to reflect on space issues.
The Member States of the European Space
Agency (ESA) are located in three different time
zones (GMT 0 to GMT +2). Participants had
the following timetable, regardless of their time
zone.
The first participants gather in the
Debate room. Upon arrival, they are
given a kit containing the Citizens’ Space
magazine, a presentation on the Agency prepared
for the event, and a questionnaire designed to get
to know them. After a quick welcome coffee, the
Debate begins.
Each participant joins a group of five to
six others, which is accompanied by a
facilitator. The day begins with an introductory
video: Jan Woerner, ESA Director General,
welcomes the participants and explains the
reasons for the Debate. The video is shown in
each country, apart from Darmstadt (Germany),
where Jan Woerner welcomes the participants in
person. There are personal appearances all over:
the astronaut Claudie Haigneré (France);
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Philippe Willekens, from the ESA Director
General’s Cabinet (Belgium); the astronaut
Claude Nicollier (Switzerland); the Deputy
Prime Minister Etienne Schneider
(Luxembourg); the Mayor of Noordwijk, Jan
Rijpstra (The Netherlands); the Deputy Mayor of
Odense, Steen Møller (Denmark); the astronaut
Dumitru Dorin (Romania); the astronaut
Bertalan Farkas (Hungary); and the astronaut
Karel Dobeš (Czech Republic).

Lunchtime!
In the afternoon, each group starts with
a video-conference discussion with
another country taking part in the Debate. This is
an ideal opportunity to compare ideas and
underlines the European aspect of the day! The
fourth sequence, “Let’s go into space”, differs in
that everyone works together. Each group
chooses one scenario from four options, then
imagines a mission or a vision for the future of
space. To get imaginations going, the sequence
begins with a video that includes shots taken
mainly from the International Space Station
(ISS). The voiceover, by astronaut Claudie
Haigneré, tells us about her downtime on board
the ISS, when she would admire the Earth while
listening to Maria Callas singing “casta Diva”.

The first sequence is entitled “Space and
me”. The discussion starts after a short
informative film. At each table, the facilitator sets
out and reiterates the discussion framework at
regular intervals and reminds participants of the
rules for good dialogue, to enable favourable
conditions for everyone to talk and express
themselves. Following some lively discussion, the
participants individually fill in the questionnaires
provided by the facilitator at the beginning of the
sequence.

The participants tackle the fifth and final
sequence of the day: “Preparing the
future of space for Europe”. After a video to
present the theme and about 40 minutes of
discussion, the participants individually fill in the
questionnaires.

Following an hour of intense discussion,
the participants fill in the questionnaire
for the second sequence. There is then a short
well-earned break with pastries and drinks
provided.

22 countries for
23 debates
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The host regroups the participants and
announces the third sequence: “The
global governance of space”. After the film has
introduced the theme, discussions are resumed at
each table.

Debate sequence in Ireland.

The host announces that the day has
come to an end and profusely thanks the
participants, directing them to citizensdebate.
space, where the first results are available. A
summary of the results will be sent to each
participant at the end of the year.
The participants gradually leave the room
or continue informal discussions in small
groups. They intend to stay in contact. It was a
great day and human experience!

After participants’ imaginations have run
wild during this sequence, the host
suggests a bit of exercise to keep the day’s
momentum going and to ensure that the home
straight starts under optimal conditions.

The host introduces the second
sequence: “Europe’s role in space
exploration and exploitation”. During a short film
introducing the topic, some people
—“scrutineers” — use this time to go round the
tables to collect the questionnaires from the first
activity. The three scrutineers then input the
results into an online tool. As soon as the
questionnaire has been input, the results appear
on the site citizensdebate.space.

A routine is established: the latest
questionnaire is distributed, completed
and collected. The host announces the eagerlyawaited lunch break, but before anything else he/
she asks the participants to take a few minutes to
imagine the question(s) that they would like to
ask if they met an astronaut, the ESA Director
General or someone responsible for making
decisions on future space policies.

Before bringing the day to a close, the
host invites the participants to complete a
short evaluation.

1. G
 reece - Athens (Corallia
& si-Cluster) www.corallia.org
& www.si-Cluster.gr
2. R
 omania - Bucharest
(The Romanian Space Agency
ROSA) www.rosa.ro
3. E
 stonia - Tõravere (Enterprise
Estonia - EAS) www.eas.ee
4. E
 stonia - Tallinn (Enterprise
Estonia – EAS) www.eas.ee
5. F
 inland - Helsinki (Kupla
Productions Oy Ltd)
www.kupla.com
6. N
 orway - Oslo
(Norwegian Space Centre)
www.romsenter.no
7. S
 weden - Gothenburg

Five participants in the Dutch Debate.

(Pernilla Warberg Consultant
Limited Company)
www.pernillawarberg.se
8. D
 enmark - Odense
(Coworking Odense)
www.coworkingodense.dk
9. P
 oland - Rzeszów (Technology
Transfer Centre Cracow
University of Technology)
www.transfer.edu.pl
10. H
 ungary - Budapest
(ORION Space Generation
Foundation)
www.spacegeneration.hu
11. A
 ustria - Vienna
(ICCR FOUNDATION)
www.iccr-foundation.org
12. C
 zech Republic - Prague
(Technology Centre CAS) www.tc.cz

13. Italy - Rome (ISINNOVA –
Institute of Studies for the
Integration of Systems)
www.isinnova.org
14. S
 witzerland - Lucerne
(Swiss Space Center - SSC) www.space.ethz.ch
15. Germany - Darmstadt (nexus
Institute for Cooperation
Management and
Interdisciplinary Research)
www.nexusinstitut.de
16. L uxembourg – Luxembourg
(4motion) www.4motion.lu
17. F
 rance – Paris (Missions
Publiques)
www.missionspubliques.com
18. B
 elgium - Brussels
(Missions Publiques)
www.missionspubliques.com

19. Netherlands - Noordwijk
(LEI Wageningen UR) www.wageningenur.nl/nl/
Expertises-Dienstverlening/
Onderzoeksinstituten/LEI.
htm
20. United Kingdom - Edinburgh
(Keep Scotland Beautiful)
www.keepscotlandbeautiful.
org
21. Ireland - Cork
(Camden Palace Hotel
Community Arts Centre)
www.camdenpalacehotel.org
22. Spain - Madrid
(Knowledge Innovation
Market - KIM)
www.kimglobal.com
23. Portugal - Lisbon (Ciência
Viva) - www.cienciaviva.pt
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2. AREN’T EXPERTS’
OPINIONS MORE PERTINENT
THAN CITIZENS’ OPINIONS
WHEN TALKING ABOUT
THE FUTURE OF SPACE
RESEARCH?

Yes. Firstly, ESA is an
important international
scientific organisation,
whose work is greatly
admired. However, many
citizens haven’t heard of
it or aren’t very familiar

with it. And yet, as citizens
of Member States of the
European Space Agency,
they contribute to the
Agency’s budget. ESA is
therefore dependent on
money from European
taxpayers.
Then, you have to take the
concept of “citizen science”

On the premise that the
citizen is the sovereign of
European institutions, why
not involve this sovereign
in the necessary decisionmaking process on the
future of European space
policies and research? This
perspective alone is enough
to justify a process of
citizen participation.
Moreover, ESA’s space
activities have a significant
impact on citizens’ daily
lives. Experts’ opinions
are crucial to defining
ESA’s priorities, but the
opinions of those who
fund these space activities
and who are affected by
them should be just as
important. Participants
in the Citizens’ Debate
on Space for Europe were
geographically, socially and
demographically diverse.
They added their own
opinions and experiences
to the Debate, which

should be regarded as a
significant asset.

of communicating and talking to the wider
public. And, with hindsight, we can see that
this was a good approach to take as it’s been a
success.

3. WHAT ARE THE MAIN
LESSONS TO BE LEARNED
FROM THE DEBATE?

IS AN INSTITUTION SUCH AS ESA REALLY CUT
OUT FOR A PARTICIPATORY DEBATE?

Firstly, that the participants
are favourable towards
cooperation. They want to
see the public and private
sectors work together and
see the countries cooperate.
They also emphasise the
role that the international
organisations can play in
managing space activities.
Furthermore, they want
the profits from European
space activities to be widely
shared between the various
sectors, in Europe and
beyond. Finally, and once
again, they confirm their
interest in participating,
now and in the future.
They want decision-makers
from ESA and Member
States to take their
opinions seriously.

“Citizens endorse space
technology to meet the
challenges of humanity”
Nathalie Meusy supervised the organisation of the
Citizens’ Debate on Space for ESA. She says people
understand the contribution space can make to the
challenges of sustainable development.

4. YOUR AGENCY WAS IN
CHARGE OF ORGANISING
THE DEBATE AT
DARMSTADT. WOULD YOU
SAY THAT THERE WERE
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COUNTRIES IN TERMS OF
EUROPEAN OR GLOBAL
QUESTIONS?

We’re living in times of
growing nationalism.
However, giving citizens
the opportunity to talk
and debate about space
research and policies
strengthens the supranational view. In Germany,
a country with a very
strong tradition of space
research and industry, the
predisposition towards a
supra-national vision was
especially noticeable, and
perhaps easier than in other
countries.

dr

Citizens have a role to play in decisionmaking on research in general, and on
the future of space activities in particular,
according to Hans-Liudger Dienel, research
fellow at the Nexus Institute, Berlin
(Germany), who took part in the Debate
on Space.

into account, at two levels.
On the one hand, citizens
should participate in
specific interdisciplinary
research projects — this
is possible. On the other
hand, they should take
part in strategic decisionsmaking defining the future
of research. However,
up until now it was the
governments of Member
States that set the agenda
with experts from relevant
fields. By involving citizens
in preparing decisions on
the future of its activities,
the Agency can boost its
legitimacy and image.

dr

“Participants want us
to take their opinions
into account”

1. DOES AN AGENCY SUCH
AS ESA REALLY NEED TO
CONSULT CITIZENS?
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Nathalie Meusy (ESA)
et Yves Mathieu
(Missions Publiques)
and their teams
organised the Citizens’
Debate

ESA’s governing body has always been
akin to that of a classic intergovernmental
organisation. It is naturally careful, even
conservative, regarding the way space
programmes are run: it is a matter of ensuring
the maximum chance of success. And yet
this careful management has always been
accompanied by the kind of calculated
risk-taking that goes hand in hand with any
space-related project. Is space not so much a
place of the unknown as it is one of potential
discovery? This approach has paid off, as
can be seen by the success of the numerous
European space programmes implemented
since the creation of ESA, their agency in
Europe. This Citizens’ Debate on Space was
similar in outlook. It was a real risk in terms
of governance: no one knew what might come
out of the consultation. It was an important
stage in space-sector governance because
nothing similar has ever taken place before. It
was quite simply a world first!

WHY DID YOU RESPOND TO CITIZENS’ DESIRE
TO BE INVOLVED IN ESA’S DESTINY?

DO THE PUBLIC SEE SPACE AS SERVING
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?

We weren’t really aware that there was a
desire when we suggested this Debate. It just
seemed the obvious, natural thing to do. We
mustn’t forget that the public are both actors
in, and users of, space technology: actors in
terms of their contribution, since they pay for
space programmes through their taxes; users,
perhaps unknowingly, of applications and
services that are provided by space technology
every day.
Our desire to interact also involved an element
of wishing to be accountable to those who put
their trust in us or invest in a mission. They
already do this indirectly, of course, through
their elected representatives and national
delegates on the Council, ESA’s highest
governing body. But I sometimes think that
you can’t beat direct dialogue, particularly
in the context of an informed debate. This
participatory discussion was also intended as
a mark of respect, of consideration, towards
our stakeholders. Our aim was to innovate,
to open ourselves up and transform our way

Strictly speaking, the challenges of sustainable
development are not particularly well-known
by the general public. They are, however, well
aware of the great challenges facing humanity
over the coming years. And this collective
awareness has only grown in recent years. The
great challenges of the new millennium relate
not only to climate change but also to natural
disaster management, education, health for
all and epidemic prevention or monitoring.
There are also issues of immigration, water
management, energy, marine protection,
aquaculture and fisheries, etc. There is a
long list of challenges to which space-sector
services, applications and programmes
can respond. Once people are aware of the
contributions that space programmes can
make to all these challenges, not only will they
endorse them; they will want more. One of
the most interesting outcomes of our Citizens’
Debate was the desire to see all of humanity,
and the whole planet, benefit from these
contributions.

12 Quotes

Over to
the participants
The 1618 participants of the
23 discussions, meeting in 22 different
countries, wanted to send a very
strong message to ESA’s leaders.
The following provides a general and
uncensored overview and summary of
the discussions.
“We can’t look at space in the same way
we have airspace, planting our flags all
over the place.”
A participant from Luxembourg

“For me, space is a little frightening,
and so I would like to know more about it.”
Tomasz, 55, Poland
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A

global and human-centred project. It was from this
perspective, above all, that the participants in the
Citizens’ Debate viewed space-related issues. They
defined themselves as citizens of the world, as part of
humanity. They felt that space policy should target wider
societal issues such as environmental challenges. For these
individuals, there was no doubt at all: space is a common
good for humanity.

“It would be disastrous to see
organisations exploiting space
resources for their own good. We have
to avoid a battle for resources, as we
have seen on Earth.”
Lars, Denmark

Hendrick, 23,
Estonia

“Clean space”. The issue of waste is therefore clearly of
great concern to them. Many saw space as a life raft for future
generations, and thus somewhere that absolutely has to be
kept clean and tidy.
Innovation. In the participants’ eyes, space is also clearly
an opportunity and, as such, requires audacity. Exploration
projects need to demonstrate their effects on our daily lives,
and benefit the Earth and all humanity, now and in the
future. They therefore felt that building a “Village on the
Moon” would be a first step in this direction.
Czech Republic

Communication and interaction. The window for public
discussion opened up by ESA during the Citizen’s Debate
on 10 September 2016 set a precedent in this regard. The
participants felt that this was a great idea and needed to be
continued. They even felt that tools should be created to
enable the public to interact with space missions and space
policy in order to create further interest and benefit from their
collective intelligence.

“We need to pay
close attention
to the goals of
space tourism,
as well as those
involved in it.”

“Space debris is caused by all of us.
We need to create a mediation body,
with responsibility for creating the link
between cleaners and payers. The
polluters should pay to clean up the
debris. Space service suppliers should
incorporate the cost of the debris into
their tariffs.”
Laura, 32, Hungary

“Exploring the unknown, that’s
human nature. That’s how we obtain
new technologies and increase our
knowledge. Something that isn’t
possible today may well be tomorrow.”
Chris, 30, Switzerland

Valeria, 48, Italy

“I would volunteer
for a brigade to
clear up space
debris.”
Sunna, 46,
Norway

“Space should
not be seen as an
easy way out. We
have problems on
Earth that must be
prioritised.”
Simone, 44,
Netherlands

“The general
public should
have greater
influence over
ESA’s decisions.”
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Andrea, Denmark
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Switzerland

“Humanity has
no business in
space, except to
colonise it, and
even then that
should begin with
robots.”

Participants loved the Citizens’
Debate on Space for Europe
93% would recommend
participating in the next Debate
to their family and friends.
95% thought ESA should
organise more discussions with
the public, in this or a different
format, in the future.
92% felt that varied and/
or opposing opinions
were expressed during the
discussions.
Finally, 75% felt that ESA
would listen to the opinions
voiced during the Debate

“Sending people into space is a source
of hope for us.”

“We lack vision and missions. Our
vision should be universal. The most
universally shared objective is the
survival of humanity.”
Petr, 36, Czech Republic

Kristian, 24, Norway

Italy
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The gender gap: some differences

covered how they feel about the space
challenges of tomorrow.
The objective was not to achieve a
consensus in the short or medium term,
but rather to understand the broad positions of our citizens and, more particularly, the issues worthy of debate. For most

An analysis of the outcomes of the Citizens’ Debate on Space highlights some
significant differences between men and women. For example, the issue of
forecasting natural disasters and humanitarian crises was a particular priority for
women participants. Proposals relating to innovation and technology, however,
were more favoured by men.

O

n first analysis, some outcomes are
particularly noteworthy. According
to participants in the Citizens’
Debate, sending European astronauts into
space, ensuring independent access to
space or even the importance of Europe
and its visibility as a major player in the
space sector did not figure in the picture
of significant European achievements of
the last 50 years.
Instead, on a number of occasions, the
participants bore witness to a vision of
space that would benefit humanity and its
future. Space often emerged as a common
good for humanity, with space activities
needing to be conducted in that spirit. For
41% of participants, the European Space
Agency should contribute to improving
global security. 21% limited this choice
to within European borders. Moreover,
nearly half of the participants (46%) felt
that the most important space success
over the last 50 years was... the setting-up
creation of ESA. This reflects a more or
less global vision and approach to issues,
and perhaps accounts for the relatively
little interest shown in more specific
proposals. What you might mistake for
indifference, however, is actually down to
the fact that citizens have already taken
some of these issues for granted. This
is true in terms of sending astronauts
into space, ensuring independent access
to space, and Europe’s place as a major
player.

ESA/ATG medialab

Is space a place of opportunity for humanity or an
empty and unwelcoming void? Should we be concerned
with space pollution? Should we send astronauts or
robots into space? The Citizens’ Debate enabled us to
take stock of both the agreements and disagreements
aired by a panel of European citizens.

“Fair return”
In economic terms, and particularly in
the area of job creation and development,
the participants felt that the space activities conducted by ESA should primarily be of benefit to either ESA Member
States (35%) or the world (28%). It was
therefore difficult to reach a consensus
around the legitimate or priority beneficiaries of the space activities conducted
by ESA. Nonetheless, half of the participants wanted to maintain the principle of
a “fair return”, meaning that 85% of the
money allocated by each ESA Member
State should be spent on the industry or
services of that state.
The participants were divided on the issue of security: 41% felt that ESA should
develop programmes aimed at improving global security; 21% thought that
these programmes should be “limited”
to the European level. Nonetheless, one
constraint on ESA’s work on security programmes was noted: 16% of participants
did not want this at all. And 13% of them
had no clear opinion on the issue, even
after discussing it.
Finally, 43% of participants were favourable to dual use — security and civil — of
the new technologies, provided this was
appropriate.

Has the idea of space, and the opportunities it opens up, become
obvious to the general public? The response is positive but not
completely clear-cut.

ESA/ATG medialab

Agreement...
and disagreement

T

Europe has found its place
among the stars

participants, their main interest in space
programmes lay in their contribution to
the production of scientific knowledge
about the universe and Earth, pushing
back technological boundaries and exploring new territories. People were
clearly interested in space innovation and
exploration proposals; preferably proposals related to improving international
cooperation, preventing natural disasters
and creating services for our daily lives.
Nonetheless, when the 1618 European
citizens were asked, with the same range
of possible responses, not about what interested them but what they felt the priorities should be for space programmes,
we saw an contrasting dynamic. For example, while the proposal to create new
services for our daily lives and industry
through space programmes was not of
great interest to participants (21.43%),
this did not prevent them from thinking
that it was a priority (30.07%).

Satellites (Sentinel 2A shown) support many daily services.

he range of questions asked of the
1618 participants required personal perception as well as a political
conception of space programmes. By
launching this initiative, Jan Woerner’s
team embraced the plurality of citizens’
perceptions with regard to space and dis-
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The public: craving information
In terms of these issues, space is clearly
established in people’s minds. A number of
the responses drive this point home. There
is thus broad trust in the agencies — 82%
of respondents — and in space activities in
general (82%). It is interesting to note the

Philae leaves the Rosetta probe for Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko.

very strong confidence in ESA (88%)
and, more generally, in European space
activities (85%). Moreover, 89% of
participants rejected the idea of space as
an empty territory devoid of all interest.
85% of respondents felt that it was still
important to send European astronauts
into space. Communication was the
theme that drew most comments and
written responses during the Debate.
People want information on space and
on ESA’s activities. And they want it in
different forms: interaction, social media
mobilisation, publications on the Agency’s
successes, meetings and discussions
organised with the public. This needs
to call on people’s emotions, through a
project like the Apollo mission.

Space for humanity

Space is perceived as a
place for survival, a kind
of “life raft”, according
to participants’ written
contributions.
In fact, they see the
establishment of
sttlements on other
planets as a real
possibility.
37% felt that the main
aim of sending women
and men into space was
to prepare permanent
bases beyond Earth.

16 Outcomes
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Back to the future

should be mainly driven
by science in order to
generate knowledge (34%).
Secondly, the participants
wanted a stimulation of
technological innovation in
Europe (33%). And, thirdly,
the capacity to explore and
exploit space (29%).

The priority space activities noted by
European citizens included the sendingup of probes and satellites and the
broadening of our scientific knowledge.

T

he magnificent Rosetta
adventure came to an
end just a few days
after the Citizens’ Debate
on Space took place. This
was a symbolic project
and so it was unsurprising
that citizens made sending
satellites and probes into
space a priority objective for
ESA. This was the number
one priority for 37% of
those participating in the
Debate.
The other important

tasks “chosen” by the
citizen panels were,
in descending order,
cooperation between ESA
and other agencies (22% of
respondents), supporting
governments and people
during humanitarian crises
(21%) and supporting the
construction of a highly
competitive European
industry (19%). Of
lesser concern to the
participants were: sharing
space technology with

emerging countries, sending
astronauts into space and
European space autonomy.
These latter proposals all
scored less than 10%.
Science, innovation,
exploration
In addition to the stated
priorities, the participants
in the Debate bore witness
to diverse expectations
with regard to space
activities. These included,
in no particular order,
international cooperation,
tools of benefit to society
and even the issue of
economic benefits!
This analysis was confirmed
when the participants
were asked to state the
broad principles that
should, in their eyes, guide
European space activities.
Their preferences were
divided almost equally
between three proposals.
Firstly, that these activities

ESA, NASA and Felix Mirabel (French Atomic Energy Commission & the Institute for Astronomy and Space Physics/Conicet of Argentina)

What should space
be for?

ESA/ATG medialab

Black hole blowing galactic gas.

The data challenge
The data currently being
produced by ESA’s space
programmes can be
freely used by whosoever
wishes. However, in actual
fact it is difficult for an
ordinary citizen to do so.
Nonetheless, almost half of
the participants questioned
on this issue (48%) felt
there was no need to change
this. 52% felt, in contrast,
that the raw data should
be processed before being
made available. On this
issue, 25% of participants
felt that ESA should
support the emergence
of an economic sector to
analyse the data, 19% that
ESA should process them
itself before making them
available to everyone and
9% felt that ESA should
analyse them but control
their dissemination.
This data market is
expected to expand
significantly over the
coming years. Faced
with this situation, the
participants felt that this
should remain free of
charge. 46% stated that
it should remain free for
everyone, 33% only for
citizens and not-for-profit
organisations and 13% that
it could be free of charge
or paid for, depending on
ESA’s priorities. Only 4%
felt that it should be paid
for.

How do citizens see the space sector of tomorrow?
A theatre of diversified activities, in their opinion it will be
at the service of both humanity and our daily lives.

Artist’s impression of a black hole.

S

pace is the future. The two ideas
are closely linked in the minds
of the Debate’s participants.
The evidence? When we asked the
1618 citizens present to complete the
phrase “Space, for me, is...” with just
one word, the term “future” came up
176 times.
The same exercise, when applied to
the phrase “For me, space activity
is...”, showed that participants
associated this with research,
exploration, innovation, development,
astronauts and even... the future!
To clarify, people are mapping out a
future in which humanity will depend
heavily on space-based systems. The
conclusion to this is, in their opinion,
that space is a common good: 90%
agree with this proposal. Space

activity is also a source of scientific
discovery and research (99%). Finally,
the participants felt that the main
aim of sending humans into space
should be to generate knowledge and
technologies useful to life on Earth
(39%), to prepare living places beyond
Earth (37%), and to gather knowledge
for educational purposes (20%).

Educating and participating

“Humanistic” and utilitarian
activities
In the short term, they felt it was
essential to maintain a human
presence in space (90%). The
participants were very open to new
forms of space activity, particularly
for economic reasons. 72% of them
thus thought that ESA should be
involved in developing space tourism.
34% of participants felt that the
development of space activities
should be mainly driven by science,
in order to generate discoveries about
the universe and Earth.
For 18% of them, the most important
thing was to meet global challenges:
sustainable development, climate
change, conflicts and natural
disasters. Three other ideas — out of
the 11 proposed — gained at least 6%
of responses: generating more services
to improve the quality of life on Earth
(13%), supporting the development
of new technologies (12%) and
driving space colonisation (9%).
The participants called widely
(84%) for the opening up of space
programmes to non-traditional actors
in the space sector: NGOs, start-ups,
citizens, schools, universities, etc.
Only 6% of participants were
opposed to this idea.
A vision of the future was thus
mapped out. In the minds of our
fellow citizens, space will or should
be a theatre of activities at the service
of humanity, through research and
innovation. These activities will coexist alongside other more economic
and/or applied activities that are
useful, even essential, to our daily life
on Earth.

53% of participants felt that the most effective way of generating interest in
space was through educational programmes in schools and universities. They
were also strongly in favour of different ways of making citizens active (16%):
contributing personally to the design and exploitation of a space programme,
contributing personally and financially or even using a satellite or robot. ESA’s
educational platform is available to children, young people and teachers:
esa.int/esaKIDSen

18 Participants have free rein
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If you please, draw me
a space mission

space-cleansing operation.

The Moon and its surroundings

One of the ideas that recurred most frequently
was using the Moon or the orbit of the Earth
as a launch pad for further missions, or as a
transfer station, for example for missions to
Mars. This would create an interplanetary
human community. Vessels and equipment for
further missions would be made there, to avoid
costly launches from Earth. Mineral resources
from celestial bodies would be used to supply
automatic factories. Several missions were
based on elevators between the Moon and
Earth, which would make departure and return
spectacular, less costly and more accessible
than using rockets.

One of the most original sequences of the Citizens’ Debate invited
participants to imagine a future space mission. The following have been
selected from over 200 missions that were designed.

Social innovations first

Holidays among the stars

Space tourism is all the rage. It is a primary
focus or an associated service in one in
six missions. In some of the more extreme
suggestions, space hotels even appear, attached
to the International Space Station, and airlines
become air- and spacelines.

Collective intelligence in charge

Social networks play a major role in missions
created by participants. The web is imagined
as a way to support teams in their decisionmaking. The content and return date of some
missions are designed to change in accordance
with contributors’ wishes, as expressed via
social networks. “Intelligent” space would be
created from collective and digital intelligence.

And more...

A clean sweep

Almost one mission in seven addresses the
waste orbiting the Earth. Some imagine the use
of “serious games” technology to launch a huge

YAK

A big thank you to Yacine
Ait Kaci, the creator
of Elyx, the UN digital
ambassador for the
Sustainable Development
Goals. Elyx is on Facebook
and @elyxYak on Twitter.

Mission... Earth

Some missions examine the idea of living
spaces, of consumption and recycling of
resources within an environment, with a
view to consuming very little in the way of
external resources apart from solar energy.
Living in space should thus teach us to live
better on Earth. These missions aim to change
our views of humanity, and to make it more
united, more peaceful and happier. Some even
foresee the blurring and subsequent abolition
of borders between countries. Real spinoffs
for food and health are expected, while
telemedicine would be widely used, both on
Earth and on space stations and bases, and
solutions would be found for all physical
disabilities. Energy consumed on Earth would
be produced in space, hologram technologies
would expand and new jobs would be created.
Materials from space would be brought back
to Earth or the Moon for exploitation.

YAK - dr

The quest for extraterrestrial life

One in five of the 200 suggested missions
involved looking for life elsewhere. Some of
these proposals were very daring, such as
a multi-generational space quest, with the
intention of reaching and experiencing at least
one habitable exoplanet. Leaving aside the
search for extra-terrestrial life, many of the
proposed missions involved permanent human
settlement on the Moon (40%) or on Mars
(30%). One in five missions involved outer
space. Europa, one of Jupiter’s moons, was one
of the top four destinations (1 in 10 missions).
The aim would be to find life there.

The most remarkable and varied innovations
proposed were social ones. Teams for these
missions would be made more diverse, to
increase the range of benefits that the missions
would have: for example, artists, people with
disabilities, educators and children could be
sent. Each mission would take its own teacher,
who would be responsible for maintaining
contact with human beings using a robust
learning programme. The Moon Village would
have a university. Space missions in general,
and their educational aspects in particular,
would increase humanity’s awareness of major
causes. A business centre would also be created
at the heart of the Moon Village.

• A (robotic) mission to be sent close to a black
hole. Using new propulsion methods, this
mission would access distant places in the
universe more quickly.
• Virtual reality. Cameras placed on the Moon,
on Mars or on board space stations would
enable humans back on Earth to reach these
places whenever they want.
• Crowdfunding is proposed as a way of funding

a mission to Mars.
• One scenario sets out a catastrophic
situation in which the Earth has been hit by
an asteroid. This situation would lead to a
complete review of protection programmes
that had hitherto been deployed.

Elyx appears in
“Bienvenue dans ton
monde” (Édition Nathan),
which allows young
people to take charge of
their world in 2030.
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Natural resources in space:
the Wild West, up above?

The thorny question
of debris

Cleaning space, exploiting its resources, even appropriating
them. Events of recent years have created challenges that
were previously unknown. Citizens want clear governance to
be put in place for space.

A

great many entities
are involved in space,
yet the interactions
between them do not fit
any model of governance
seen here on Earth. There is
of course an International
Space Station. The United
Nation recognised this
diversity internationally
in its 1967 Outer Space
Treaty. The new challenges
of space require a new type
of governance and common
regulations, particularly
governing the exploitation,
appropriation and cleaning
of outer space.
As for the question of
natural resources in space,
in 2015 the President of the
United States of America,
Barack Obama, passed
a law allowing American
citizens to appropriate such
resources. At the same time,
projects to exploit asteroids
were emerging. This trend
is opening up a potentially
fruitful scientific debate, but
also raises a question: will it
be first come, first served?

Who owns data
collected in space?
Every day, astronomical quantities of
data are gathered in space. Some of these
data are potentially of huge economic and
strategic significance. The citizens suggested
some rules to prevent a free-for-all.
procedures for making data
available, depending on the
recipient and the intended
use?
A gold mine that needs
guarding
Participants in the Debate
answered questions about
current and future uses of
data. First there was the
question of making data
available. Here, the status
quo prevailed. For 46–48%

of respondents, ESA should
continue to make raw data
available for free to anyone
who requests them. This is
regardless of whether the
requester intends to profit
from these data. Then there
is the question of how these
data will be used. There are
two opposing visions at work
here. Some see a potential
goldmine in these data.
Making them available will
encourage economic growth

and profit, and will help
private enterprise to drive
innovation and economic
activity. 25% of participants
therefore believe that ESA
must support the emergence of a sector in charge
of processing and analysing
data in order to create new
economic and social value.
Others, conversely, believe
that these data are a common good that must be used
for the benefit of all, for the
sake of solidarity. 33% of
participants believe that data
must be freely available for
non-profit use, but must be
paid for in other cases. Some
participants fear that these
data will be put to military
use.
The particular set of big data
is still an abstract concept.
What type of data will be
made available in years to
come? How will it be used?
The public is still waiting for
explanations.

ESA - ScienceOffice.org

S

pace programmes often
generate a huge amount
of raw data of all kinds.
This may be collected during
exploration missions, such as
when the Rosetta probe and
the Philae robot explore Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko. Furthermore,
satellites orbiting the Earth
transmit enormous volumes
of data every single day, about
the atmosphere, greenhouse
gas emissions, forests, humanitarian operations, etc.
ESA currently makes these
data available to any person
or organisation who asks for
them. Once it is processed,
this material can drive innovation and the development
of major new services and applications. The value of such
data on the big data market
could increase five-fold over
the next decade. Should we
henceforth manage or process these data? If so, how?
Should ESA adopt different

Copernicus Service information (2016) / Copernicus EMS / e-GEOS

Mapping of flooding in Barguna (Bangladesh).

Yes to cooperation, no to
appropriation
When participants in the
Debate addressed the issue
of ownership, a consensus
began to emerge. Space,
which is first and foremost
a public and inalienable

The binary asteroid Didymos

good, must be subject to
international governance
based on cooperation
between states and sectors:
the public and private
sectors, research institutions
and profit-making bodies.
Put simply, exploitation is
generally accepted if it can
be regulated. However, the
citizens stated that they were
opposed to any “territorial”
appropriation or attempt to
impose sovereignty on space.
They also expressed a wish

that any exploitation would
help to meet challenges on
Earth.
In concrete terms, who
would be responsible for
applying these principles?
68% of participants in
the Debate called for the
creation of an international
organisation, perhaps under
the umbrella of the UN.
This organisation would
be responsible for space
traffic (orbits, launches and
trajectories).

Space debris is any
artificial object that is
orbiting the Earth, which
was taken there as part
of a space mission and
which is not/no longer
in use. It is estimated
that over 29,000 objects
of more than 10 cm in
diameter are orbiting the
Earth. Some of these
pose a danger to the ISS.
Several space agencies
have put in place cleaning
initiatives, following
the model of ESA’s
Clean Space. However,
despite the existence of
COPUOS (1), there are no
international regulations
that require countries to
remove or destroy the
space debris that they
leave. Participants in the
Debate believe that an
international institution
such as the UN should
oversee the clean-up of
such pollution. Young
people seem less troubled
by this issue than their
elders. A third of young
people considered that
debris was not a problem
and that space can be
used as a dustbin! As
for the costs of space
cleaning, the participants
favoured the polluterpays principle adopted
by the OECD (1972) and
in the Single European
Act (1986). This is also
a clear trend in climate
negotiations on Earth
(COP-CMP).
(1) COPUOS: United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space
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2.
2. Informer
Finding other
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ways to inform

3. Greater interaction

S
T

he entire point of space travel is to move towards the unknown.
Innovation, in technology and in society, is central to this. ESA is
therefore constantly on the lookout for disruptive processes and
technologies. With this aim in mind, its 16 “Business Incubation Centres”
throughout Europe are designed to foster new ideas and keep Europe at the
forefront. Their calls for proposals mean that those with innovative projects
can apply at any time, addressing areas as varied as the environment, health
and lifestyle. Participants expressed the wish to see innovations in the space
sector used to meet the challenges faced by humanity. Returning to the
Moon and building a “village” there would be a powerful way of achieving
this goal.

pace is a fascinating subject. For
ESA, it provides a rich source of
material to reach a wide variety
of audiences: industry, researchers, the
general public and political decisionmakers. The Agency is investing in
social networks, online video channels
such as YouTube and conferences such
as TEDx. The animated adventures of
the Rosetta probe are one illustration
of this. Participants in the Debate
strongly support this idea, and in their
comments they demonstrate a great
thirst for information about spacerelated activities, preferably in a variety
of forms.

S
E

SA, by its very nature, interacts with many different bodies at once:
Member States, European institutions, major international bodies
and industry partners. These interactions are already highly fruitful,
as the success of the International Space Station attests. Nevertheless,
ESA is aware of the need to be even more open. Innovative businesses,
NGOs, universities and citizens are just some of those asking to interact
with it. Participants in this first Debate on Space expressed a clear wish
that the event be repeated, and that the link between ESA and citizens be
strengthened.

Space as a common good

6. Encouraging and supporting competition in the European space sector

E

SA is continually creating links with European industry. It provides
support in the design and marketing of new products and services.
Participants in the Citizens’ Debate are aware of the wider effects
of these ESA activities for the European economy. Nevertheless, they
do not wish the pursuit of economic goals at any price. They were firm
on one point: exploitable natural resources found in space must remain
inalienable.

5. Autonomy

7. Making space an integral part of European economic life and society

O
DR - ESA

O

ne of ESA’s goals is to ensure
Europe’s autonomy in the space
field, in a safe and healthy
environment. Participants in the Debate
are particularly open to the idea of
keeping space clean and dealing with
debris, and most of them became aware
of the strategic dimension of this during
the conversation.

ESA

The time when space was an exclusive playing
field for a few nations is now over. New players
have emerged in the field, and others are asking
for a role: industry, universities, citizens, etc.
in the context of an increasingly digital and
globalised society. A new era is upon us: “Space
4.0”. ESA is no mere passive watcher of this
change: it is seeking to make its mark in four
areas: innovation, information, inspiration and
interaction. These “four i’s” will form a structure
for all of the Agency’s future projects, and
collectively will be known as “Space 4.0i”. The
Debate held on 10 September was an opportunity
to put this vision, and related present and future
projects, to the critical and constructive input of
more than 1,600 people from all walks of life who
took part in this one-day event.

4. Inspiring and dreaming

ne of the strengths of Europe lies in the variety and diversity of its
actors. This is particularly true for the space sector, in which national
public sector organisations, European organisations and the private
sector all play a part. The vision of a united European space sector does
mean, however, that each of these bodies plays a specific role within a
balanced system. With this aim in mind, ESA has developed programmes
and activities that are in line with European space strategies. To increase
levels of integration, Debate participants believe that we should “think
global” and ensure that European space projects address the challenges that
society faces.

pace exploration can
potentially transform some
of humanity’s dreams
into reality. ESA has taken this
idea on board, with the Moon
Village as just one illustration.
Participants in the Debate share
this vision. They cite multiple
cultural references, particularly
films, which show the amazing
potential of the imagination to
mobilise people. They suggest
that missions as “powerful”
as the Apollo Programme be
devised.

From space 1.0
to the present

ESA has created a new way
of dividing the space age into
sections. The first Space Age
“Space 1.0” saw the initial
steps in astronomy, or indeed
astrology. Then there was
“Space 2.0”, much closer to our
own time, during which nations
involved in space discovery
went down the path that led
ultimately to the Apollo Moon
missions. The third, “Space
3.0”, began with the creation of
the International Space Station
(ISS). This marked the point at
which nations used space as a
new focus of cooperation and
exploitation. The emergence of
new private actors in the space
sector has marked a new era:
“Space 4.0”.
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How about organising your
own debate?
You can use the debate creation
tools, which are available in 17
languages, in your school, club,
university or association.

The Citizens’ Debate on Space:
to infinity and beyond!
Experts, the general public, yourselves and your
friends... The outcome of the Debate is of interest to all
Earthlings. Everyone can get involved and contribute
their own vision of space.

T

he Citizens’ Debate on Space has
made a big impression, even beyond
Europe’s borders. Jan Woerner,
ESA’s Director General, engaged with
participants’ responses in the days following the Debate. On 26 September
2016, at the annual congress organised
by the International Astronautical Federation, he presented the Debate’s results,
in the presence of the directors of the
world’s major space agencies.
Results accessible to all
3,000 decision-makers from space programmes around the world heard these
words. Since then, he has continued to

promote the Debate’s results both within
and outside the Agency. The results were
presented at a press conference in Paris
on 7 November 2016. The responses to
questions raised in the Debate can be
consulted in all 17 languages in which
the Debate was held. The results can be
compared by country, using filters that
can be combined for a more granular
view by age group, gender, occupation
and participants’ knowledge of space.
A summary of results is also available.
This contains an analysis of participants’
responses to multiple-choice and open
questions, their comments and joint
projects.

How to organise a debate

1 hour. If you have an hour:
choose one of the five debate
sequences.
2-3 hours. If you have an
evening: choose two debate
sequences.
1 day. If you have a day or
equivalent (e.g. two half-days,
5 one-hour sessions): stage the
debate in its entirety!

Caution! However many sequences
you organise, refer to the Replica
Debates guide, which will show
you how to lead each sequence.
Download and distribute the
Citizens’ Space magazine and
the ESA and You leaflet before
the session, and download the
questionnaire, the video(s) relating
to the chosen sequence(s) and the
Debate tools.

Results of the Debate are available at www.citizensdebate.space and you can take part in the
conversation on Twitter using @ESAcitizens and on Facebook by searching for @esacitizensdebate.

ESA

Jan Woerner, ESA Director General, presents the results of the Debate in the presence of the directors of the world’s
major space agencies at the International Astronautical Congress in Mexico.

The Citizens’ Debate on Space
for Europe uses various tools;
videos introducing the five
themes for the debate; the
Citizens’ Space magazine
(24 pages) and a four-page
information leaflet entitled
ESA and You.
These tools are available
in 17 languages, at www.
citizensdebate.space, in the
“Replica Debates” section,
where you can also find the
debate questionnaire, the
introductory document used on
the day of the Debate, and all the
resources used by participants.

